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Abstract. A radical class R of rings is elementary if it contains precisely
those rings whose singly generated subrings are in R. Many examples of ele-
mentary radical classes are presented, and all those which are either contained
in the Jacobson radical class or disjoint from it are described. Attention is
given to those elementary radical classes which are definable by composition
subsemigroups of the free ring on one generator. Whether every elementary
radical class is of this form remains an open question.
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1. Introduction
A radical class R is elementary if it satisfies the condition
A ∈ R if and only if every singly generated subring of A is in R.
Such classes have been considered by several authors under several names. They
were called elementary by Stewart [25], (though in his systematic terminology they
were called 2-radical classes), semi-strictly hereditary (polustrogo nasledstvennye)
by Ryabukhin [23] and 1-radical classes by the author [9].
All rings considered (apart from some remarks at the end) are associative. The
terminology and notation of radical theory generally follow [13], but we use script
capitals rather than lower case Greek letters for classes of rings. A class is strongly
hereditary if it contains all subrings of its members. The free ring on a single
generator x is called F . The polynomial ring over a ring A is called A[X], even
when A = Z, but we shall have occasion to identify F with XZ[X] and accordingly
to conflate X and x. The subring generated by a ring element a is called < a >,
while the subsemigroup generated by a semigroup element f is called [f ]. The ring
of integers modulo n is denoted by Zn, a cyclic group of order n by Z(n) and a field
with n elements by K(n). R+ denotes the additive group of a ring R, G0 or R0
the zeroring on an abelian group G or the additive group of a ring R respectively.
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The variety generated by a ring A or a set M of equations is called V AR(A) or
V AR(M) respectively.
For an element a of a ring A we have a homomorphism α : F → A with α(x) = a.
If f = k1x+ k2x
2 + · · ·+ knxn ∈ F , then α(f) = k1a+ k2a2 + · · ·+ knan, and we
will call this f(a). Then the image of α is {f(a) : f ∈ F}, i.e. the subring < a >
generated by a, and its kernel is {f : f(a) = 0}. Let (0 ∗ a) = {f : f(a) = 0},
so that < a >∼= F/(0 ∗ a). There is a strong resemblance here to a description of
a singly generated submodule as isomorphic to a factor module of the scalar ring.
This similarity no doubt provided at least some motivation for our next concept.
A radical filter of ideals of F is a non-empty set Φ of ideals satisfying the following
conditions.
If I ∈ Φ and I ⊆ J , then J ∈ Φ.
If J ∈ Φ, then (0 ∗ (f + J)) ∈ Φ for all f ∈ F .
If J ∈ Φ, I / F , I ⊆ J and (0 ∗ (f + I)) ∈ Φ for all f ∈ J , then I ∈ Φ.
Theorem 1.1. (Ryabukhin [23]) Radical filters and elementary radical classes de-
termine each other uniquely by the inverse correspondences
Φ 7→ {A : (0 ∗ a) ∈ Φ∀a ∈ A};
R 7→ {(0 ∗ a) : a ∈ A ∈ R}.
This is analogous to Gabriel’s result [8] linking idempotent topologising filters
of left ideals of a ring with identity and hereditary radical classes (= hereditary
torsion classes = strongly complete Serre classes etc.) of unital left modules. The
parallel between radical classes of rings and modules is particularly strong in the
case of elementary ring radicals.
There is another way in which we can use F to get elementary radical classes.
Our definition of f(a), f ∈ F, a a ring element, gives us a meaning for f(g) where
f, g ∈ F . Writing f ◦ g instead of f(g), we get a binary operation with respect to
which F is a semigroup. For a ◦-subsemigroup S of F let
RS = {A : ∀a ∈ A∃f ∈ S; f(a) = 0}.
Theorem 1.2. For each ◦-subsemigroup S of F , RS is an elementary radical class.
Proof. Clearly R is homomorphically closed and if I is the union of an ascending
chain of ideals of some ring, all of which are inRS , then I ∈ R. If J /A, and if J and
A/J are in RS , let a be an element of A. Then for some g ∈ S we have g(a+J) = 0,
i.e. g(a) ∈ J . But then there is an f ∈ S such that f ◦ g(a) = f(g(a)) = 0. Hence
A ∈ RS . It follows that RS is a radical class. Fairly clearly a ring R is in RS if
and only if each singly generated subring is in RS . 
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We will mention just two examples for now.
Example 1.3. If S = {xn : n ∈ Z+} then RS = N , the nil radical class.
Example 1.4. If S = {nx : n ∈ Z+} then RS = T , the class of torsion rings, i.e.
rings with torsion additive group.
We find such “semigroup representations” for many elementary radical classes,
and present evidence which suggests that semi-simple radical classes (which are
elementary radical classes) do not have such representations.
One class which does have such a representation is the class of extensions of
torsion rings by nil rings, i.e. the Mal’tsev-Neumann product T ◦ N . This leads
to an investigation of the question “When is the Mal’tsev-Neumann product of
(elementary) radical classes a(n) (elementary) radical class?”. Among other things
it will be shown in [11] that a Mal’tsev-Neumann product of elementary radical
classes need not be a radical class, and even when it is it need not be elementary.
Elementary radical classes are examples of locally equational classes as defined
by Hu [15]. The latter are generalizations of varieties, so since Mal’tsev-Neumann
products of varieties are varieties, there may be some interest in the result that
products of locally equational classes need not be locally equational. This follows
from results on products of radical classes in [11].
2. Examples of elementary radical classes defined by semigroups
We begin with a list of polynomial conditions for ring elements.
A ring element is
(i) algebraic if it satisfies an equation
xm + a1x
m+1 + a2x
n+2 + · · ·+ akxm+k = 0, ai ∈ Z;
(ii) integral if it satisfies an equation
a1x+ a2x
2 + · · ·+ an−1xn−1 + xn = 0, ai ∈ Z;
(iii) strongly integral if it satisfies an equation
a1x+ a2x
2 + · · ·+ an−1xn−1 + xn = 0, ai ∈ Z, a1 6= 0;
(iv) constrained if it satisfies an equation
akx
k + ak+1x
k+1 + · · ·+ am−1xm−1 + amxm = 0, ai ∈ Z, k < m, some
ai 6= 0;
(v) anti-integral if it satisfies an equation
x+ a1x+ a2x
2 + · · ·+ anxn = 0, ai ∈ Z;
(vi) periodic if it satisfies an equation xn − x = 0, n > 1;
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(vii) weakly periodic if it satisfies an equation xm − xn = 0,m > n ≥ 1.
A ring will be said to have one of these properties precisely when each of its
elements satisfies the appropriate definition.
Each property defines an elementary radical class. This is reasonably clear for
(i)-(v) as the polynomials of the type occurring in the prescribed equations form
◦-semigroups. For (vi) and (vii) we need the following results.
Theorem 2.1. (Sza´sz [26], Stewart [24], Osborn [21]) A ring is periodic if and only
if it is anti-integral.
Theorem 2.2. (Drazin [7], Chacron [5]) A ring is weakly periodic if and only if it
is algebraic.
The class of periodic (= anti-integral) rings is called B1 in [24]. We shall extend
this terminology for the radical classes just introduced.
Example 2.3. The following are elementary radical classes.
(i) B1: the class of periodic (= anti-integral) rings.
(ii) B2: the class of weakly periodic (= algebraic) rings.
(iii) B3: the class of integral rings.
(iv) B4: the class of constrained rings.
(v) B5: the class of strongly integral rings.
We have already mentioned the elementary radical classes N of nil rings and T
of torsion rings. For a prime p we denote by Tp the class of rings whose additive
groups are p-groups which on occasion we will call p-rings (though noting that
this term has been used with a different meaning in parts of the literature). Since
intersections of elementary radical classes are elementary radical classes, we now
have a reasonable collection. The next result describes some containment relations.
Theorem 2.4. We have the following containments.
(i) B1 ( B2 ( B3 ( B4.
(ii) B1 ⊆ B5.
(iii) B2 * B5.
(iv) B5 ( B3.
(v) B2 ∩ T ( B5.
(vi) N ⊆ B2 and B1 ∩N = {0}.
(vii) B1 ( T .
(viii) B2 * T .
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There are no containments involving these radical classes besides (i)-(viii) and their
obvious consequences.
Proof. (i) Clearly B1 ⊆ B2 ⊆ B3 ⊆ B4 (if we use the anti-integral and algebraic
properties). All nil rings are in B2 (as if an = 0 then an = an+1) but B1 contains
no non-zero ones. If m ∈ Z then (−2m)2m+ (2m)2 = 0, so 2Z ∈ B3. But 2Z is not
weakly periodic, i.e. 2Z /∈ B2. All torsion rings are in B4, but, e.g., K(p)[X] /∈ B3,
since X does not satisfy a polynomial equation of the appropriate kind.
(ii) This is clear.
(iii) All nil rings are in B2 but, e.g., the zero ring Z0 on the integers is not in B5.
(iv) Clearly B5 ⊆ B3, but by (i) and (iii) B3 * B5.
(v) If b ∈ A ∈ B2 ∩ T and b 6= 0, then bm = bn for some m,n ∈ Z+ with m < n.
Let k be the order of b. Then b satisfies −kx − xm + xn = 0. Hence A ∈ B5. But
the argument in (i) actually shows that 2Z ∈ B5 and it is not in T .
(vi) As noted in (iii), N ⊆ B2. There are no non-trivial nil periodic rings.
(vii) By Theorem 1 of [26], Theorem 3.4 of [24] and Theorem 13.2 of [21], B1 ⊆ T .
But torsion nil rings are not in B1.
(viii) As we have seen, N ⊆ B2, and certainly N * T . 
Note that B4 is the largest non-trivial elementary radical class (see [23]).
We shall see further examples of semigroups and the elementary radical classes
they define, but we break in here to prove a theorem that not only provides an
important part of the classification of elementary radical classes but is needed for
one of our semigroup examples. For a non-empty set E of primes, let TE denote
the class of rings whose additive groups are direct sums of p-groups, p ∈ E. (So
if E = {p} then TE = Tp as defined before, and when E contains all the primes
TE = T .)
Theorem 2.5. The proper elementary radical subclasses of N are precisely the
classes N ∩ TE for non-empty sets E of primes.
Proof. Clearly the TE are elementary radical classes, so the N ∩ TE are also. Let
U be an elementary radical class with {0} ( U ( N . Let E = {p : p is a prime
and U ∩ Tp 6= {0}}. If 0 6= a ∈ A ∈ U , then < a > is nilpotent and < a >∈ U .
Now < a > / < a >2 is in U and is the zeroring on the cyclic group generated
by a+ < a >2. If this is finite it has a subring isomorphic to the zeroring Z(p)0
on the cyclic group of order p for some prime p. If it is infinite it has all rings
Z(p)0 as homomorphic images. In any case, U contains Z(p)0 for some prime p, so
E 6= ∅. Let B be a non-zero p-ring in U for any p ∈ E. If 0 6= b ∈ B the subring
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< b > is a nilpotent ring in U so the zeroring < b >+0 is also in U ([10], p.84,
5.6 Corollary). Hence U contains the zeroring Z(p)0 on the cyclic group of order
p, and consequently all nilpotent p-rings. If now R is any nil p-ring, then all its
singly generated subrings are in U , so R is also. We conclude that N ∩ Tp ⊆ U .
This being so for every p ∈ E, it follows that N ∩ TE ⊆ U . Suppose U contains a
torsion-free ring C with a non-zero element c. Then arguing as with p-rings above,
we see that U contains the zeroring Z0 on the integers, all nilpotent rings and hence
all nil rings, contrary to our stipulation. Thus U only contains torsion rings, and
clearly these are in N ∩ TE . 
The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, usually called T0, T1, T2, . . . , form
a well known semigroup with interesting properties. Their coefficients are integers,
Tn has degree n for each n and we have Tm ◦Tn = Tmn for all m,n. The Chebyshev
polynomials of the second kind will not be considered, so in the sequel we shall
generally suppress “of the first kind” and just refer to “Chebyshev polynomials”.
For an account of these polynomials see Rivlin [22]. We will just demonstrate a few
facts that will be needed.
For each n we have Tn(cosθ) = cosnθ, 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi, so Tn(0) = cosnpi2 . If n is
odd then the x-free term of Tn is Tn(0) = 0, so Tn ∈ F . Thus the Chebyshev
polynomials of odd degree form a ◦-subsemigroup of F and therefore define an
elementary radical class. (When n is even the x-free term of Tn is ±1, so Tn /∈ F .)






(−1)n(2n + 1). For each n we have Tn(1) = cosncos−11 = cosn0 = 1, so the sum
of the coefficients of Tn is 1.
Theorem 2.6. When S is the set of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind with
odd degree, RS is the class of odd-torsion nil rings.
Proof. Suppose first that A is a torsion-free ring in RS . If a ∈ A\{0} and Tn(a) =
0, let
Tn = a1x+ a2x
2 + · · ·+ anxn.
Then a1a = −a2a2 − · · · − anan. Passing to the divisible hull Q ⊗ A, since ai =
±n 6= 0, we can write a = −a2a1 a2−· · ·− ana1 an. Let e = −a2a1 a−· · ·− ana1 an−1. Then
ea = a = ae, whence ee = e. Since this idempotent e is in Q⊗A, for some m ∈ Z+
we have me ∈ A. Then (me)k = mk−1me for all k ∈ Z+. Since me ∈ A we have
Tr(me) = 0 for some odd r. Let Tr = b1x+ b2x
2 + · · ·+ brxr. Then
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0 = Tr(me) = b1me+ b2(me)
2 + · · ·+ br(me)r =
b1me+ b2m ·me+ · · ·+ brmr−1 ·me = (b1 + b2m+ · · ·+ brmr−1)me.
But me 6= 0 (as ea = a 6= 0) and A is torsion-free, so b1 + b2m+ · · ·+ brmr−1 = 0,
whence
Tr(m) = (b1 + b2m+ · · ·+ brmr−1)m = 0.
But Tr has no integer zeros apart from 0 ([22], p.6, 1.17) so there can be no such
element a. Thus there are no non-zero torsion-free rings in RS , which class, being
homomorphically closed, consists of torsion rings.
We shall next show that RS contains only nil rings. Suppose there is a ring
R ∈ RS with J (R) 6= R, where J (R) is the Jacobson radical. Then since RS is
homomorphically closed, it contains a primitive ring, and being strongly hereditary
must contain a matrix ring over a division ring (see, e.e. [14], pp.43-44), the division
ring itself, its centre and finally the prime subfield of the centre. As RS contains
only torsion rings, we conclude that K(p) ∈ RS for some prime p. Let ip denote
the identity of K(p). Then for some odd s we have Ts(ip) = 0. But then, if
Ts = c1x+ · · ·+ csxs, we have
0 = Ts(ip) = c1ip + · · ·+ csips = (c1 + · · ·+ cs)ip = ip
(as the sum of the coefficients is 1). From this contradiction we conclude that there
is no such R, so that RS ⊆ J . But all subrings of rings in RS are themselves in
RS and hence in J . It follows that RS ⊆ N [27].
Now suppose there exists a b ∈ B ∈ RS with 2b = 0 6= b. Let Tu(b) = 0 where
u is odd and Tu = d1x + · · · + duxu. Then d1 = ±u 6= 0 and d1 is odd. Let
d1 = 2w + 1. Then b = (d1 − 2w)b = d1b = −d2b2 − · · · − dubu (as Tu(b) = 0).
Hence −d2b − · · · − dubu−1 is an identity for the subring < b >. But B is nil, so
this identity is zero and b = 0, contrary to our assumption. Thus all rings in RS
are 2-torsion-free.
We have thus far shown that every ring in RS is an odd-torsion nil ring. The
converse is quick and easy. For a prime p, let Z(p)0 be the zero ring on a cyclic
group of order p. If p is odd then for each z ∈ Z(p)0 we have Tp(z) = ±pz+(terms
in higher powers of z)= 0, so Z(p)0 ∈ RS . But then by Theorem 2.5 N ∩ Tp ⊆ RS
(for all odd primes p). 
Corollary 2.7. If p is an odd prime and V is the semigroup of Chebyshev polyno-
mials Tpn then RV is the class of nil p-rings.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.6 RV is contained in the class of odd-torsion nil rings. If
a ∈ A ∈ RV then < a >∈ RV so < a >+0∈ RV . Hence for “the a in < a >+0”
there exists an n ∈ Z+ such that
0 = Tpn(a) = ±pna+(terms in higher powers of a)=±pna.
Hence A ∈ Tp, so RV ⊆ N ∩ Tp. Conversely, if B 6= 0 is a p-ring with zero
multiplication, b ∈ B and b has order pt, then Tpt(b) = ±ptb+(terms in higher
powers of b)= 0, so B ∈ RV . It now follows from Theorem 2.5 that RV = N ∩
Tp. 
A complete commuting family of real polynomials is a set of polynomials, at least
one for each degree ≥ 0, which commute under composition. The polynomials Xn
form one such family, and so do the Chebyshev polynomials Tn. These are actually
“almost” the only ones: a linear polynomial λ = aX + b, a 6= 0 has a ◦-inverse
1
aX − ba which we will call λ−1. Clearly (using loose terminology) the λ−1 ◦Xn ◦ λ
and the λ−1 ◦Tn ◦λ also form complete commuting families. It happens that every
such family arises in one of these two ways [4], [17]. All of this happens in R[X]; it
is rare for one of these conjugations to take Z[X] to Z[X], and rarer yet to take F
(which we can obviously identify with XZ[X]) to itself. It does happen though.
Example 2.8. For λ = X + 1, we have λ−1 = X − 1, and conjugation produces
subsemigroups of F from the set of power polynomials and the set of all (not nec-
essarily of odd degree) Chebyshev polynomials. For conjugation produces, for any
polynomial α, the polynomial given by
λ−1 ◦ α ◦ λ(X) = α(X + 1)− 1.
Thus
λ−1 ◦Xn ◦ λ(X) = (X + 1)n − 1 = Xn + nXn−1 + · · ·+ nX ∈ F.
Also, If Tn = a0 + a1X + a2X









= a0 + a1 + · · ·+ an+ (terms in X) = 1+ (terms in X), so Tn(X + 1)− 1 ∈ F .
Note that if we use X − 1 instead of X + 1 we do not get subsemigroups of F
from either of the complete families. However this conjugation does work on the
Tn for odd n: the X-free term of Tn(X − 1) is −1 since the coefficients of all even
powers of X in Tn are zero.
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The polynomials (X+1)n−1 (or (x+1)n−1, reverting to our previous notation
for F ), define one of our well known elementary radical classes for which we have
not yet seen a representing semigroup. (The “1” in (x + 1)n can be viewed as an
adjoined identity element or a calculating device; it is not “really there”.)
Theorem 2.9. Let S = {(x + 1)n − 1 : n ∈ Z+}. Then RS is the class of all
torsion nil rings.
Proof. First we note another way of describing the polynomials (x + 1)n − 1.
Since the symbol ◦ is being used for composition, we will use ∗ for the operation of
quasiregularity: a∗b = a+b+ab. Since ∗ is associative, we can refer unambiguously
to the “∗-powers”: a∗n = a ∗ a ∗ a · · · ∗ a (n symbols a). For n > 1 we have
(x+ 1)n − 1 = x∗n; this is easily proved by induction.
If a ∈ A ∈ RS and a 6= 0, then for some n > 1 we have a ∗ a∗(n−1) = a∗n = 0
(and of course 0∗0 = 0). Thus every element a is quasiregular in the subring < a >
which it generates. From this it follows that every subring of A is quasiregular, so
by the result from [27] already used, A is nil. Thus RS ⊆ N . Since (x+ 1)n − 1 =
xn + · · ·+ (n2)x2 + nx, it is clear that the zeroring Z0 on the integers is not in RS .
But for each prime p, the zeroring Z(p)0 on the cyclic group of order p satisfies the
equation (x + 1)p − 1 = 0, so Z(p)0 ∈ RS . It now follows from Theorem 2.5 that
RS = N ∩ T . 
Corollary 2.10. For each prime p let Sp = {(x + 1)pn − 1 : n ∈ Z+}. Then
RSp = N ∩ Tp.
Proof. As we saw in the proof of Theorem 2.9, the zeroring Z(p)0 satisfies the
identity (x+ 1)p − 1 = 0, so
N ∩ Tp ⊆ RSp ⊆ N ∩ T .
By Theorem 2.5, all we need prove, therefore, is that RSp contains no ring Z(q)0
for any prime q 6= p. Suppose Z(q)0 is in RSp and let b be its generator. Then for
some n we have (b+ 1)p
n
= 0, whence pnb = −(bpn + pnbpn−1 + · · ·+ (pn2 )b2) = 0,
so q = p. 
Note. Corollary 2.10 applies in particular when p = 2; previously we only had a
semigroup representation for N ∩ Tp for odd p (Corollary 2.7).
Corollary 2.11. Let A be a quasiregular ring, p a prime. The circle group of A is
a torsion group (resp. a p-group) if and only if A is nil and its additive group is a
torsion group (resp. a p-group).
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Corollary 2.12. (Amberg and Dickenschied [1], Lemma 2.4) Let A be a nil ring,
p a prime. Then the circle group of A is a p-group if and only if its additive group
is a p-group.
Conjugation byX+1 transforms the Chebyshev polynomials into a subsemigroup
of F . Clearly this applies also to subsemigroups of the Tn (and here we mean
subsemigroups in F , as even n is allowed). In particular we can take the T2n , n ∈
Z+.
Example 2.13. The polynomials T2n(x + 1) − 1 form a ◦-subsemigroup S of F .
The corresponding RS contains all rings A for which 2A = 0, since they satisfy
0 = 2x2 + 4x = 2(x2 + 2x+ 1)− 2 = (2(x+ 1)2 − 1)− 1 = T2(x+ 1)− 1.
In particular it contains the zeroring Z(2)0 and hence all nil 2-rings.
Let R be a 2-ring. Then if r ∈ R and 2nr = 0, we have (2r)n = 0, so 2R is a nil
ring and hence is in RS. But also 2(R/2R) = 0, so R/2R ∈ RS, whence R ∈ RS,
so that T2 ⊆ RS. But this inclusion is proper. For instance T4(x+ 1)− 1
= (8(x+ 1)4 − 8(x+ 1)2 + 1)− 1
= 8(x4 + 4x3 + 6x2 + 4x+ 1)− 8(x2 + 2x+ 1) + 1− 1
= 8x4 + 32x3 + 40x2 + 16x.
In a ring B with 3B = 0, this is equivalent to 2x4 + 2x3 + x2 + x, which is
satisfied by all rings in V AR(x3 = x, 3x = 0), and in particular by K(3).
We will look at one more family of semigroups defining elementary radical classes.
The radical classes they define exemplify the following notion.
If R and U are radical classes (not necessarily elementary), their Mal’tsev-
Neumann product [19], [20], is the class
R ◦ U = {R : ∃I / R; I ∈ R;R/I ∈ U}.
Rather this is one of their Mal’tsev products; there is also U◦R. Not much is known
as to which Mal’tsev products of radical classes are themselves radical classes. We
shall have a bit more to say about this in [11]. The following simple result is useful.
Proposition 2.14. Let R and U be radical classes. A ring A is in R ◦ U if and
only if A/R(A) ∈ U .
Let P be a set of primes, P ∗ the submonoid of Z+ generated by P and let
SP = {mxn : m ∈ P ∗, n ∈ Z+}.
Then as mxn ◦ kx` = m(kx`)n = mknx`n ∈ SP for all m, k ∈ P ∗, n, ` ∈ Z+, SP is
a subsemigroup of F .
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Theorem 2.15. For every set P of primes, we have RSP = TP ◦ N .
Proof. If A ∈ RSP then A/TP (A) ∈ RSP , so for each a ∈ A there exist m ∈
P ∗, n ∈ Z+ such that m(a + TP (A))n = 0 and hence (a + TP (A))n = 0. Thus
A/TP (A) is nil, i.e. A is in TP ◦ N . Conversely, if b ∈ B ∈ TP ◦ N , then for some
` ∈ Z+ we have b`+TP (B) = (b+TP (B))` = 0, i.e. b` ∈ TP (B). But then for some
k ∈ P ∗ we have kb` = 0. Hence B ∈ RSP . 
In particular, when P is the set of all primes, RSP = T ◦ N and when P = ∅,
RSP = N .
3. Are all elementary radical classes defined by semigroups?
The non-trivial semi-simple radical classes (hereafter SSR-classes ), are the va-
rieties generated by finite sets of finite fields ([24] or [13], Section 3.20). As noted
in [25], they are elementary radical classes. Perhaps the easiest way to see this is
to observe that as varieties they are defined by identities in one variable [12].
We do not have an example of an elementary radical class not definable by
a subsemigroup of F . On the other hand, we do not have a semigroup which
represents an SSR-class. One semigroup associated with an SSR-class is the (one
variable) T -ideal defining it as a variety, but this defines an enormous radical class
(see Theorem 3.3 below). When the SSR-class V is defined by a single identity
f = 0, we can also consider the semigroup [f ] generated by f , but the radical class
R[f ] is still much bigger than V, at least sometimes (see below).
Let B denote the SSR-class of boolean rings, defined as a variety by K(2) and
by the identity x − x2 = 0. We will consider the semigroup [x − x2] generated by
x − x2. We have to consider powers in semigroups such as this with respect to ◦.
To avoid confusion with the multiplication of F , we will indicate “◦-powers” by
notation such as f◦n. For instance
(x− x2)◦2 = x− x2 − (x2 − 2x3 + x4) = x− 2x2 + 2x3 − x4.
In what follows we will need to consider different elements f, g of F which have the
same effect when applied to the elements of a ring A. (For example 2x4+2x3+x2+x
has the same effect as x2 + x (or x2 − x) in any ring A with 2A = 0, and the same
effect as 0 in K(2).) We will write
f ∼ g in A
to indicate this.
Proposition 3.1. In every ring A with 2A = 0, (x−x2)◦2n ∼ x− x2(2n) for all n.
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Proof. (x− x2)◦21 = x− x2 − (x− x2)2 ∼ x− x2 − x2 − x4 ∼ x− x4 = x− x221 .
If (x− x2)◦2k ∼ x− x2(2k) then
(x−x2)◦2k+1 = (x−x2)◦2k·2 = (x−x2)◦2k◦(x− x2)◦2k ∼ (x− x2(2k)) ◦ (x− x2(2k)) =
(x−x2(2k))−(x−x2(2k))2(2k) ∼ x− x2(2k) − x2(2k) − (x2(2k))2(2k) ∼ x− (x2(2k))2(2k) =
x− x2(2k+2k) = x− x2(2k+1) . The result follows by induction. 
For f ∈ F , let [f ] denote the ◦-semigroup generated by f . Now B is defined by
x2 − x as well as x− x2, but the radical classes R[x−x2] and R[x2−x] are different.
Theorem 3.2. (i) {A ∈ R[x−x2] : 2A = 0} = {A ∈ R[x2−x] : 2A = 0} =
{A ∈ B1 : 2A = 0}.
(ii) K(3) ∈ R[x−x2].
(iii) K(3) /∈ R[x2−x].
Proof. (i) If a ∈ A ∈ R[x−x2] and (a − a2)◦n = 0, then (a − a2)◦(n+1) = (a −
a2)◦n − ((a− a2)◦n)2 = 0 and so on, so all higher powers of x− x2 vanish at a.
For each m ∈ Z+ there is a k with 2m ≤ 2(2k). But then K(2m) ⊆ K(2(2k)) so
K(2m) satisfies x−x2(2k) ∼ (x− x2)◦2k by Proposition 3.1 Thus K(2m) ∈ R[x−x2].
Since R[x−x2] contains all finite fields of characteristic 2, it contains all rings B ∈ B1
for which 2B = 0, by Theorem 3.4 of [24] or Theorem 1 of [26]. The reverse
containment is clear from Theorem 2.1.
The proof for R[x2−x] is similar.
(ii) In K(3) we have (x− x2)◦2 = (x− x2)− (x− x2)2 = x− 2x2 + 2x3 − x4 ∼
x− 2x2 + 2x− x2 = 3x− 3x2 ∼ 0.
(iii) In K(3) we have (x2 − x)◦2 = x4 − 2x3 + x ∼ x2 − 2x+ x = x2 − x. Thus
all iterates of x2 − x have the same effect in K(3), and since 22 − 2 6= 0 there,
K(3) /∈ R[x2−x]. 
We shall not follow this line further, beyond observing that K(5) is in both
R[x−x3] and R[x3−x] (as is K(2)).
Let B denote the one-variable T -ideal of F generated by x−x2 (or x2−x). Then
B is closed under endomorphisms of F . For all this, see [21], p.173. Thus if f, g ∈ B,
then for the endomorphism for which x 7→ g we have f 7→ f ◦ g, so f ◦ g ∈ B. Thus
B is a ◦-semigroup; its elementary radical is the largest proper elementary radical
class.
Theorem 3.3. RB = B4.
Proof. Since ((2x)2− 2x)− 4(x2−x) = 2x we have 2x ∈ B and hence 2nx ∈ B for
all n ∈ Z. If a ∈ A ∈ B4, then b1a+b2a2+ · · ·+bkak = 0 for some b1, b2, . . . , bk ∈ Z,
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not all = 0. Hence 2b1a + 2b2a
2 + · · · + 2bkak = 0. But each 2bix ∈ B, so each
bix
i = 2bix · xi−1 ∈ B for i > 1 and finally b1x+ b2x2 + · · ·+ bkxk ∈ B, so A ∈ RB.
This proves that B4 ⊆ RB. On the other hand, F /∈ RB so the latter is not the
class of all rings. 
4. Closing remarks
We have now accumulated a substantial collection of elementary radical classes
and eliminated some plausible candidates. How close are we to a complete classifi-
cation? The next result provides a little information.
In what follows, J is the Jacobson radical class.
Theorem 4.1. (i) Let R be an elementary radical class.
(a) If R ⊆ J , then R ⊆ N .
(b) If R∩ J = {0}, then R ⊆ B1.
(ii) The radical subclasses of N are, {0},N and the N ∩ TE, E 6= ∅.
(iii) The elementary radical subclasses of B1 are determined by the sets of fields
they contain.
Proof. (i) (a) If A ∈ R ⊆ J then every subring of A is in J so A is nil [27].
(b) If R∩J = {0} and R ∈ R then J (R) = 0. Thus R is contained in the class of
rings, each homomorphic image of which is J -semi-simple. If A ∈ R then so is every
primitive image A. Since R is strongly hereditary and contains no quasiregular
rings, A must be a division ring (see [14], Theorem 2.1.4, pp. 43-44). Let K be
the centre of A. Then K ∈ R. If the characteristic of K were 0 then R would
contain Q, 2Z and hence 2Z/4Z, while the last-named is quasiregular. Hence K
has prime characteristic p. If A contains an element u which is transcendental over
the prime subfield K(p) of A, then R contains < u > and all of its homomorphic
images, some of which are nilpotent. From this contradiction we conclude that A
is algebraic over K(p) and hence commutative (Jacobson [16], Theorem 8). We
have now shown that every primitive homomorphic image of A is an algebraic field
extension of some K(p). Hence A is commutative. But also every homomorphic
image of A is semiprime (being J -semi-simple) and therefore A is hereditarily
idempotent (see [2] or [6]). The combination of these last two facts yields the result
that A is (strongly) regular ([3], Theorem 1 and Remark (1) following it). Since
R is strongly hereditary, it therefore consists of rings of which every subring is
(strongly) regular, so by Theorem 1 of [26], R ⊆ B1.
(ii) This is Theorem 2.5.
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(iii) Let R be an elementary radical subclass of B1, FR the class of fields in R.
(Up to isomorphism it has 2ℵ0 members, corresponding to the subfields of algebraic
closures of the fields K(p) which are in R.) Then FR is strongly hereditary. If
K ∈ FR and K has characteristic p, then we can assume that K(p) ⊆ K ⊆ K(p)∗,
where K(p)∗ is an algebraic closure of K(p). Thus we have the following description
of FR. For each prime q let F (q)R denote the class of fields in FR with characteristic
q. Then FR =
⋃
q F (q)R
Now suppose R,U are elementary radical subclasses of B1 with FR = FU . If
a ∈ A ∈ R then < a >∈ R and so < a > is a direct sum of finitely many fields,
which must be in R (see [26], Theorem 1 or [24], Theorem 3.4). But these fields
are also in U , so < a >∈ U . This being so for every a ∈ A, we see that A ∈ U and
R ⊆ U . In the same way, U ⊆ R. 
The SSR-classes are the elementary radical classes R for which
(i) K(q)∗ /∈ F (q)R for all q and
(ii) F (q)R = ∅ for almost all q.
Theorem 4.1 does not come close to providing a complete catalogue. In partic-
ular, it is not true that R = (R∩N ) ◦ (R∩ B1) for every R.
Example 4.2. We have N ,B1 ⊆ B2, but B2 6= N ◦ B1. For instance M2(K(2)) ∈
V AR(x2 = x8) ⊆ B2. (This is tedious but straightforward to verify. For a de-
scription of all the periodic identities satisfied by matrix rings over finite fields in
general, see [18].) But M2(K(2)) is simple and is neither in N nor B1, so it is not
in N ◦ B1.
Since intersections of elementary radical classes are elementary radical classes,
we can get a few, though not many, further examples from those we have mentioned
by taking intersections.
We finally point out a few more containment results.
Theorem 4.3. We have the following containments between elementary radical
classes.
(i) B2 ( T ◦ N .
(ii) T ◦ N * B3.
(iii) B3 * T ◦ N .
(iv) T ◦ N ( B4.
Proof. (i) and (ii) If A ∈ B2, then A/T (A) is algebraic and torsion-free and hence
nil (Drazin [7], Corollary 3.1, Chacron [5], Propositions 1 and 2 ), i.e. A ∈ T ◦ N ,
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but, e.g., K(p)[X] ∈ T \B3 for every prime p, so T ◦N * B3 and hence T ◦N * B2.
(iii) As noted in the proof of Theorem 2.4, 2Z ∈ B3; clearly it is not in T ◦ N .
(iv) Like every non-trivial elementary radical class, T ◦ N ⊆ B4. But, e.g, every
algebraic field extension of Q is in B4 but not in T ◦ N . 
Although we have confined our attention to associative rings, the same sorts of
questions can be asked for rings of other kinds, groups and so on. Note that since
the one-generator associative free ring F is also a free power-associative ring, so
results based on radical filters or subsemigroups of F go over verbatim to power-
associative rings.
We close with three open questions.
(1) Is every elementary radical class definable by a subsemigroup of F? In
particular are all (or any?) elementary radical subclasses of B1 so definable?
(2) Let R be an elementary radical subclass of B1, U the upper radical class
defined by the set of fields in R. What is the relationship between R and the
class of strongly U-semi-simple rings? [2] (An answer to this question would go
nicely with Stewart’s result [25] that supernilpotent elementary radical classes are
all special.)
(3) For each SSR-classes V the product N ◦ V is a radical class. [11] For which
V is it elementary?
Acknowledgment. The author thanks Elena Cojuhari for tracking down a copy
of [23].
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